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Anstruct 

A rf model of the split-pole RFQ structure was made and 
resonant frequencies and rf quadrupole field distribution were 
measured. Also a RFQ buncher for proton was constructed and rf 
test of higher power level is going on. 

Introduction 

RFQ structure which was succesfully tested at Los Alamosll 
consists of of four vanes. For the fabrication of this struc
ture, however, machinning of the vanes and assembling of the RFQ 
cavity is not an easy task. While the split coaxial RFQ struc
ture2J which was proposed by Frankfurt University is a rather 
simple configulation. It consists of four modulated circular 
rods and fabrication seems to be more easier. We investigated 
another configulation of the split coaxial RFQ structure from a 
viewpoint of easiness of mechanical fabrication. 

Structure and construction 

The modulated circular rods structure2l is shown in Fig. 1. 
An different configulation that consists of woven circular rods 
is shown in Fig. 2. A copper tube could be woven rather easily 
when a proper die should be used. Pole-tip parts of vanes of the 

Fig.l Modulated circular rods. Fig.2 Woven circular rods. 

Los Alamos RFQ structure, which is shown in Fig. 3, can be 
adapted to the split coaxial RFQ structure. In the case of low 
energy economical accelerators, which is used for example for 
implantation of impurity in semicaonductor material and for PIXE 
experiments, a simplefied configulation may be used.Fig. 4 shows 
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Fig.3 Tip of vanes structure. Fig.4 Bored plates. 
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this configulation. On a flat plate holes are bored in a row by 
drilling and subsequently the plate is cut and carved along the 
row symmetrically. Finally the edge of plates is rounded by a 
milling machine. However about this structure careful! beam 
dynamic study should be made. 

RFQ buncher test 

A rf model of the split-pole RFQ was mad and resonant fre
quencies and rf quadrupole field distributions were measured.3) 
Also a RFQ buncher for 20 keV protons was constructed. Dimen
sions and main parameters of the cavity are shown in Fig. 5. 
Compered to a diameter of the coaxial dipole cavity, a smaller 
diameter can be used. Because in the cavity the quadrupole field 
decays radially much faster than the dipole field. Rf test of 
higher level is going on. 
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Fig.5 RFQ bumcher for 20 keV protons 
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